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River Ramble Postponed!
There are two basic criteria
that are used to trigger the
postponement of the Ramble.
High River Levels—Once the
river level rises significantly, it
is difficult to determine if an
area is still safe and suitable for
mooring a large fleet.
Sadly, the River Ramble has
been postponed a second time
because of predicted high
river flows.

Snags and other objects that
may normally be obvious may
now be lurking just under the
water, ready to inflict damage.

In recent years, the Ramble
has been postponed once
because of low river levels
and twice because of high
river levels.

High River Flows—Many
vessels have less power in reverse than they have going forward.

While supportive of the
Committee’s decision to postpone the Ramble, some members have asked about the
triggers that bring about the
postponement of the Ramble.

While this can be just a minor
inconvenience for a single vessel, it can have serious results
when vessels are moored close
together.
By the time the river reaches 30
gigalitres per day, it is expected

The Winter Edition of
the Rambler is due be published in July 2012

that a significant number of vessels will not have the power in
reverse to be able to adequately
manoeuvre against the current
when close to other boats.
The expected flow rate for midApril is now 60 to 80 gigalitres
per day. Sixty gigalitres per day is
also the threshold for flooding
along the river. This means that
both criteria for postponing the
Ramble have been met.
Because the RMBOA ensures
that it has the funds to cover the
postponement of the Ramble
after money has been spent on
goods and services, Ramblers
will receive a full refund.
Corporate member Aerofloat
generously made a donation for
prizes on this Ramble and it will
be held until the next Ramble.

Corporate member Aerofloat™ is an Australian
owned company that specialises in the treatment of
greywater, so if you are
looking for greywater treatment for your boat, home
or business, please contact
them for more information
about their products.

Email electronic contributions & advertisements to
the webmaster by Friday
the 29th June.

ANZAC Day—25th April 2012
They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old;
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in the morning,
We will remember them.
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From the President’s Pen
Things were looking good.
The venues, catering and
entertainment were confirmed, all the necessary permits had been obtained.

President Rob Potter

We will keep a close eye on
river conditions in the hope
of doing the Ramble later in
the year but long term forecasts at this stage do not look
good.

Badges, flags and various
sorts of literature complied To my committee and two ex
were ready to go in ramble -committee members, Mark
Little and Michael Heuzenbags.
roeder, a special thank you for
The shirts ready to be or- your efforts and a job welldered and name tags with done in the lead up to the
special coding for meals ready now NO RAMBLE 2012.
to print.
An extra special thanks to our
Games and competitions secretary, Lorraine Beythein.
organised, daily running
sheets sorted, media release “You were thrown in at the
arranged; and the mayor of deep end but this did not deter
mid Murray Council and a you. There was a job to be done
representative of Tourism and your attention to detail was
SA to attend the sale past at nothing short of fantastic!
Mannum.
THANK YOU.”
Committee, you have done Now, having had a little cry
well; but wait there has been over the Ramble and reflectsome extra rain interstate with ing on the possible dangers
flooding.
and difficulties as stated on
Sorry, MOTHER NATURE the cover page of this Ramhas beaten us yet again—we bler, I would still encourage
you all to go out there and do
have had to postpone.

Money Matters From the Treasurer
Total Funds:
$25,309.77
Ramble Refunds: -$9,885.00
Balance:

$15,424.77

The refunds of deposits paid
for the Ramble are being processed. As you can understand, this is a timeconsuming process.
A full refund will be provided

Club Marine, with whom we
have always been insured and
never claimed against, was
especially unhelpful. They refused to give any coverage at

As individuals or even 2 or 3
boats travelling together with
a duty of care and in particular extra thought and planning when mooring at days
end and departing the next
day, you should not have any
major problems.
Remember make sure all
ropes are in good condition
and on the ready before
mooring. It would also be a
good idea to have back up
ropes on the ready in case of
breakage or the need for extra
on the up stream side of your
boat to reduce the strain.
Looking forward to seeing
you on the river in the near
future or at the next organised event.
Happy and safe boating to
all.
Rob Potter.
President.

By Alexa Little

to all Ramblers when this has
been completed.
The losses incurred because
of expenses that could not be
cancelled is also being totalled.

River Ramble & Boat Insurance
After looking through reams
and reams of paper for our
insurance slip for the Ramble
application, we realised that
for some reason we had not
paid last year’s premium.

a run on the river; we are
going to.

The RMBOA remains in a
strong financial position, even
after deducting the losses for
expenses that could not be
cancelled.

By Mark Little

all, not even 3rd Party, until
they received a full out of
water inspection report.
Even when it was pointed out
that this may take weeks to
arrange, there was absolutely
no way that they would give
any form of coverage until
then.
Exasperated by the lack of

help, I hit the Yellow Pages.
Within 15 minutes we were
fully insured with another
company. No fuss, no bother
and with a competitive price.
What we learnt was that producing a copy of the insurance was a good thing, and
that it was time for a new
insurance company.
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The Saving of Argus
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By Tim Potter

This story goes back many
years when a friend of mine
asked me to come and look at a
boat for sale at the Marina,
Hindmarsh Island. It was a neat
little carvel hull with a tiny cabin and an outboard attached to
a rotting transom. “Ho hum”
thinks I, but noticed next to it a
Hartley 30-footer that was rotting everywhere.
Now that’s the boat for me,
says I and as my friend bought
his, I bought “Orana” and spent
the next seven years in glorious
despair repairing and altering
her.
Meanwhile my friend’s boat
stayed as she was until the motor died and was duly replaced
with a modern 4 stroke alternative, returned to its mooring at
Walker Flat and one day sank.
As far as my friend was concerned that was it – kaput. I, on
the other hand, having already
spied beauty in one wreck,
asked if I could try to salvage
her.
“Argus” was built in 1950 at
Port Adelaide for BHP, to work
at Port Pirie. 22 feet long, carvel planked with Western Red
cedar. She must have had a
hard life, for when I started to
check her out, I found every rib
had been broken at some time

or other, braced with steel and
wood.
So Anne and I with help from
enthusiastic friends, careened
her on the bank and sanded
back the hull, filled the holes
with epoxy and fibre glassed
the hull to the waterline. Repainted and antifouled we
pushed her in and she immediately took water.

side “Orana” at Murray
Bridge, undergoing the painstaking job of removing river
silt from everywhere inside,
repainting and refurbishing it
all.
The downside of lovingly refloating a wreck is what do I
do with it now?

Did you know there are as
many thoughts on how to fibreglass an old wooden boat as
there are Halvorsens in Sydney
Harbour? So plan B was to rub
back to the resin, add more
resin, paint with Ormonoid and
shove her in again. This time it
worked, and the only water
coming in was through the keel
bolts, which in the next 4
weeks took up until it takes in
about 10 litres a week.
“Argus” is now moored along-

2009 River Ramble—Just So We Don’t Forget What A Ramble Is!
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Reducing Galley Waste Water by Meal Selection
If your budget, vessel use or
design does not run to having
greywater processing like the
units manufactured by our
corporate member Aerofloat,
then one of the things that
low risk vessels need to do as
part of the new Greywater
requirements is to contain
galley water, potentially quickly filling the holding tank.
“As I have said before
and will say again, men
have always been
greywater conscious.“

One of the high volume activities in the galley is washing
the dishes, so anything that
reduces the amount of water
required will extend the period between pump-outs.
The most obvious thing to do
is to only wash up once a day.
That is, wash more dishes per
sink of water.

One tasty way to reduce the
washing up is BBQ kebabs.
You won’t be putting the
BBQ in the sink and if you
put all the kebabs on a large
plate for communal eating,
there will only be one plate to
wash up!
Kebabs can be prepared at
home and taken to the vessel.
This means that you don’t
have to dirty knifes and cutting boards to prepare the
meat and vegetables for the
kebabs.

The male’s favourite cooking
appliance is often the BBQ. A
quick wipe down with newspaper followed by a generous
application of heat to sterilise
the plate does it all. As I have
said before and will say again,
men have always been greywater conscious. Finding ways
not to have to wash up is now
recognised as the virtue it
should have always been!
BBQ cooking is, of course,
much more than snags, chops
and onions. A wide selection
of BBQ meals can be prepared that are both easy to
prepare and nutritious.

By Mark Little
much refrigeration and/or a
microwave. There are prepackaged meals that can be
stored for extended periods at
room temperature.
An example of this is the sachet meals such as provided
by companies like Easy
Meals™. These meals are provided in plastic sachets and

If you want a variety of meals
without the hassle of preparing them on-board, then you
can consider commercial
meals.
can be stored at room temperature for up to 18 months.

The next obvious thing to do
is to choose meals that reduce
the utensils used in preparation and the plates and cutlery
used to eat the meal.
Sandwiches using portion
sized tins of fish, sliced
cheese, tomatoes and similar
ingredients can be prepared
simply and placed on a single
large plate. Using a large plate
to serve keeps washing up to
a minimum.
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Pre-prepared meals can
come in either frozen containers or in sachets that can be
stored at room temperature.
There are many examples of
frozen meals such as the Lite
n’ Easy™ “meal in a bowl”.
The meal is microwaved in
the plasticised paper bowl and
can be eaten from it. A quick
rinse and the bowl goes into
the recycling bin.
A disadvantage of these meals
is that they need to be kept
frozen and they require a microwave to prepare. Many
vessels have little or no freezer space and often no microwave. So, even if the concept
is good, they may not be practical.
There is, however, an alternative which may be more attractive to vessels without

These meals can be prepared
either by microwaving or
heating in a pot of water for
about 15 minutes. The pot
should not need to be washed
and the hot water can be used
for washing up other items.
The greywater conscious may
even eat from the sachet, saving on the water needed to
wash the plates.
The pre-prepared commercial
meals can provide a decent
menu selection, are generally
nutritionally balanced, and
you don’t have to worry about
receipts if the fruit-fly inspector flags you down.
However, you will be paying
a premium price compared to
meals that you prepare yourself, and you might even generate more solid rubbish.
Nothing, not even less greywater, comes without a cost.
Note: As usual the disclaimer is
that the companies mentioned in the
article are examples only and this
does not constitute an endorsement
of their products.
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EPA Launches Compliance Program For Vessel Wastewater
ment (marine and inland waters).

Bob Causby, EPA Senior Investigator

The Environment Prot ect i o n A u th o r i t y
(EPA) has launched a
compliance and enforcement program to
assist in the implemen-

tation and completion
of the new vessel
wastewater regulations
as set out in the Code
of Practice for Vessel
and Facility Manage-

The new vessel
wastewater regulations
were introduced in
2008 and require owners of all commercial
and private vessels operating on inland waters to either contain or
treat greywater on
board their vessel.
According to EPA
Director of Science and
Assessment Peter Dolan, 60% of commercial vessels along the
River Murray are now
complying with the
code.
“Taking into account
the extreme environmental challenges that
the State has dealt with
in recent years, including one of the most
severe droughts, this
(Continued on page 8)

Barbecued Kangaroo and Macadamia Salad
Ingredients (serves 4)

Method

½ tsp lemon myrtle seasoning
2 rosemary sprigs, leaves picked
3 garlic cloves
1 tbs macadamia oil
2 tbs Australian Bush Spices
Red Meat Blend
600g kangaroo loin fillets
2 cups each baby spinach &
rocket leaves
½ red onion, thinly sliced
1 red capsicum, thinly sliced
½ cup (75g) roasted macadamia
halves

Using a mortar and pestle,
pound the lemon myrtle,
rosemary leaves, garlic
cloves and macadamia oil to
a paste. Transfer to a bowl
and stir in the spice mix.

Honey mustard dressing
2 tsp honey mustard
2 tbs white wine vinegar
⅓ cup (80ml) macadamia oil

Add the kangaroo fillets
and turn to coat in the spice
mixture. Cover with plastic
wrap and chill for at least 1
hour, preferably overnight.
Heat chargrill pan or barbecue over high heat. When
hot, add the kangaroo fillets
and cook for 2-3 minutes
each side for medium-rare
or until the fillets are

“60% of commercial
vessels along the River
Murray
are
now
complying with the
code“

From www.taste.com.au

cooked to your liking.
Transfer to a plate and rest,
covered loosely with foil,
for 5 minutes.
For the dressing, whisk the
mustard, vinegar and oil in a
bowl until combined.
Combine spinach
rocket in a large bowl.
the fillets 1cm thick
scatter over the leaves
the onion, capsicum
macadamias.

and
Slice
and
with
and

Drizzle with dressing and
serve immediately.
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A Month on the Murray

By Jill and Peter Allen
say, argy-bargy between the
respective crew and female
skipper.
Generally, the weather was
kind to us with an exceptional
few days around 40˚C (much
swimming and re-hydrating!!),
a couple of days with strong
winds and only one day
where we travelled in rain all
day.

During February, PB Matilda
(Jill and Peter Allen) and
Taabinga (Ro and Brent
Blanks) took about a month
to travel from Mannum Marine to Overland Corner and
back — about 520 km.
Matilda departed a couple of
days earlier than Taabinga and
had the pleasure of meeting
PB Tania Anne (Adrian and
Colin) at Salt Bush Flat. Matilda and Taabinga met alongside
the sand bar at Moorundie to
begin the trip together.
On the way to Moorundie,
Matilda spent a day sideways
in shallow water having her
floats adjusted towards the
centre of the paddles to reduce the load on and overheating of the motor — the
Allens consider that they have
now graduated from paddleboat L to P plates, though a
socket was dropped into the
river, never to be retrieved.
The expected speed of the
flow of the River was sought
prior to departure to no avail,
except that we were informed
that flows would be faster
around and above Waikerie.
With little trepidation, we set
off expecting to have a much
slower trip up-river and to
“plane” downriver. The flows

mainly affected Matilda rather
more than the faster cruiser,
Taabinga.
We successfully staggered the
departure time each day we
travelled to allow the two
vessels to arrive at the
planned destination at about
the same time — a little like a
stern-chaser race in sailing
parlance.
We estimated the speed of the
river to be around 2kph, being
slower around bends with
cliffs and deep water and faster along wide, shallow reaches.
The river was flowing at
20,000 – 25,000 ML/day during the month. We had to
make allowances for the
strength of the flow when
bow-mooring on banks, with
occasional strong, shall we
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The nights were cool and
dining just above the water
on the back deck of Taabinga
was euphoric — oh! for life
on the River.
Our moorings were mainly
grassy banks or sand bars
with a backdrop of cliffs
across the river and the melodious calls and, some-times,
raucous screeching of birds.
We also moored at Swan
Reach, Morgan and Waikerie
to avail ourselves of pub
meals. One night was spent at
Caudo Vineyard and we enjoyed catching up with Christine and her friend, Brenda
(back from NZ), again. They
are looking forward to the
coming River Ramble.
Christine was pre-occupied
with riding a rather impressive, thoroughbred Friesian
horse that she had just imported from Holland.
We were moored at about
403km, having our customary

pre-dinner drink, when a tinny pulled up with a mostfriendly local, Peter. Shortly
after, Clint and Liz Frankel
joined us with their daughter,
Penny, in their boat.
Clint and Liz are artists
working with glass and Liz is
a children's author. They live
and have their studio just
downriver from where we
were.
The next day they took us to
their studio and their work
impressed us — all of us now
have Frankel art in our possession! The “all” included
David and Helen Allen from
Melbourne who joined Matilda at Waikerie for a week (for
those informed, ear-biting
was off the agenda!).
On the return at Swan Reach,
we moored the vessels in
front of the park and spoke
to two couples having afternoon tea in a shelter — one
couple was Bill and Mary
Reschke, founding members
of RMBOA and Bill is coauthor (words) of the River
Murray Pilot. Needless-to say,
we spent considerable time
talking and reminiscing about
boats and the river with them.
Matilda and Taabinga behaved themselves on the trip,
though both vessels had mi(Continued on page 7)
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2011—2012 Committee Contact Information
President:

Rob Potter

Home: 08 8332 5675
Work: 08 8431 1334
Mobile: 0408 089 753
Email: president@rmboa.org.au

Vice-President: John Arnold

Home: (08) 8342 5646
Mobile: 0429 811 397

Rob Potter

Secretary

Lorraine Beythein

Mobile: 0409 096 070
Email: secretary@rmboa.org.au

Treasurer:

Alexa Little

Home: 08 8250 3753
Email: treasurer@rmboa.org.au

General
Committee:
Alec Stevens

Home: 08 8383 6106
Mobile: 0422 333 895
Email: committee_one@rmboa.org.au

Chris Veenstra

Home: 08 8555 3538
Mobile: 0407 880 288
Email: committee_two@rmboa.org.au

Ron Greening

Home: (08) 85691609
Mobile: 0428 691 609
Email: committee_three@rmboa.org.au

John Taylor

Home: (08) 8555 3538
Mobile: 0418 833 195
Email: committee_four@rmboa.org.au

Ian Johnson

Home: (08) 8287 5931
Mobile: 0427 271 694
Email: committee_five@rmboa.org.au

Alexa Little

Lorraine Beythein

Alec Stevens

Chris Veenstra

Ron Greening

John Taylor

Ian Johnson
(Continued from page 6)

nor hiccups with housebatteries that were overcome.
Matilda did have an interesting encounter with the
Murray Princess on the way
up to Moorundie. The Murray Princess was coming
down river on the “wrong”
side of the river at 255km in
the marked channel to avoid
the sandbar when Matilda
was entering the channel up
the river at 254km on the
“right” side.

There was not time nor
knowledge of the sandbar
for Matilda to cross to the
other side of the river. Matilda kept port-to-port to see
the gap between the bank
and the Murray Princess appearing to be narrowing.
We passed each other at
rather close quarters —
Sampson and Goliath!
We
enjoyed
paddling/cruising along the
river without problems and
navigated Locks 1 and 2
comfortably, with the Locks
being managed well by

John Arnold

friendly lockmasters with
good humour.
We had a marvellous month
on Matilda and Taabinga,
taking in great parts of the
river, meeting river people,
morning walks before
breakfast, enjoyable meals
and wines and highly competitive Pentaqué — yes,
girls vs boys!
The Allens also gained
much more confidence in
handling a paddleboat.
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EPA Launches Compliance Program For Vessel Wastewater (Cont)
(Continued from page 5)

E n v i r o n m e n t
Protection
Orders
(EPO’s) and court
orders will be issued to
vessel owners that
continue to not comply.

compliance rate is extremely pleasing.
“Some operators have
had to make significant
changes to the way they
manage their wastewater.
However we are aiming
for equity across the industry and having already
extended the implementation dates, it is now
time for the remaining
commercial operators to
comply,” said Mr. Dolan.
The EPA’s Senior Compliance Officer is now
working in the region
and is following-up with

noncompliant vessel
owners and providing a
presence amongst the
boating community.
Environment Protection Orders (EPO’s) and
court orders will be issued to vessel owners
that continue to not
comply.
“This program is about
ensuring we minimise
any harm to the environment by implementing
reasonable and practicable measures. Untreated
greywater can have impacts on water quality
and public health
through high bacterial

loads, nutrient discharge,
biological oxygen demand and salinity” said
Mr Dolan.
Letters have also recently been sent to private
vessel owners reminding
them of their obligations
under the Code of Practice and it is planned to
continue conducting random audits throughout
the year to monitor compliance progress of the
houseboat industry.

Magazine Article Competition
It is time for another article
competition to help fill up the
Rambler magazine. The competition will run over the next
four (4) editions.
This time the prize is exclusive RMBOA merchandise—a
magnetic notepad to write
down all the things that you

need to get for your boat or
things you need to do. Stick
the notepad on your fridge or
some other metal surface and
you are ready to jot down
those ideas that come to you.
Just to make sure you don’t
forget the RMBOA, winners
will also receive an RMBOA

fridge magnet.
Email your contributions of
at least 200 words to
webmaster@rmboa.org.au
Accompanying photos are
encouraged.

Right Across The River Bend
Right across the river bend there’s a warm gentle breeze.
Right across the river-bend are trees with yellow leaves.
Right across the river bend the water reflects the sun.
Right across the river bend is a smell of innocence.
Right across the river bend a robin’s egg is broken.
Right across the river-bend are peaceful mountain valleys.
Right across the river bend a dandelion is carried.
Right across the river bend are fields of shiny green grass.
Right across the river bend are memories made to last.
— Alicia Page
Members are invited to submit short river related poems for publishing

Photo by Mark Little
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For Sale / Advertisements / Items Of Interest
Private advertisements of one column or less are free to personal and family memberships, subject to available space. Other ads by negotiation.
Please Note: - The RMBOA is not in a position to determine whether items are accurately described or whether they represent value for money. While it
is Seller’s duty to be honest about what they are selling (Caveat Venditor—Let The Seller Beware), it is also the buyer’s responsibility to determine if the
goods are fit for purpose and represent good value (Caveat Emptor—Let The Buyer Beware).

New Members

The RMBOA is pleased to
welcome the following new
members since the last edition
of The Rambler:
Des & Lydia Green of the
vessel Haere-Mai.
Rod & Rosalie Foreman—
no vessel name supplied.
Wayne & Julie Monjean of
the vessel MV Portaloo.
John & Robyn Waller of the
vessel The Ritz.
Bill & Rose Walker of the
vessel Inger.
Jeff & Julie Gaborit of the
vessel The Acacia.
Traff & Joan Mooney—No
vessel name supplied
Peter & Wendy Cox of the
vessel Delilah.

Ramble Survey

Aquafest

The Goolwa Aquatic Club
(GAC) is putting the final
touches to complete a million dollar plus renovation
of its (councils) premises on
Barage road Goolwa and is
to have an opening spectacular which will bring the old
traditional racing boats back.
It won’t be racing as many
will remember but a good
number of the old boats
having been restored will be
here for the events with
closed waters to allow for
special demonstration runs.
There will be side shows,
boat rides, skiing, sailing and
anything else aquatic to
commemorate the event.
Saturday 14th April from
9:30am
Come along and try it out:
Wakeboarding, Waterskiing
Yachting, Canoeing Plus
sideshows

A survey about what members want from The Ramble
will be conducted. The Committee is seeking input from
members that can be included
in the survey. For example,
you may think it is a good
idea to shift the Ramble to
winter. The survey can ask all
members what they think
about it. Email your ideas to:
webmaster@rmboa.org.au

Sunday 15th April from
10.00am
On water demonstration &
static displays. Yacht & dingy racing. Show and shine
hotrods, Pro wakeboard &
water ski demos. Helicopter
rides and more. 11.00am
Official opening ceremony.

Membership Notices

ANZAC Day Verse

Members, even life members,
will receive membership
notices in April to allow
them check their details.

The verse on the front page
of this edition is from the poem “To the Fallen” by Englishman Robert Laurence Binyon and was written in September 1914.

Renewals amounts may be
$30, $15 or $0 depending on
the deposits paid for last
year’s AGM and XMAS
functions and type of membership or if you won a
prize in the article competition. Life members, and
members who joined in
2012, are not required pay.
In addition, some members
paid twice last year, so only
pay what you are asked to
pay, unless you think it is
should be less. It is very unlikely that you are being undercharged.

Remember, even if you
don’t have to pay, we send
you a notice containing your
details so that you can check
and update them if necessary.
So, if your details are correct
and the amount to pay is $0,
you don’t need to do anything.

This verse is also known as
“The League Ode” or simply
as “The Ode”.

Public Holidays
Easter Long Weekend
6th—9th April 2012
ANZAC Day
25th April 2012
Queen’s Birthday /
Volunteer’s Day
11th June 2012

Members Only

The Members-Only area of the
RMBOA website contains information that is available to members
only.
This areas includes recent copies of
The Rambler, RMBOA documents
and information about current discussions with government departments
and other organisations.
Access is by a username and password that is shared by all members.
Username: member
Password: AqBxG#N

http://www.rmboa.org.au/members/

PO Box 3202
Melbourne St
North Adelaide 5006

Email:
secretary@rmboa.org.au
Website:
www.rmboa.org.au

Phone: (08) 8269 1530
The River Murray Boat Owners Association (RMBOA) is a group who enjoy the Murray
for its beauty, wildlife, vegetation, recreational qualities and priceless value to our country. Its aims and
objectives are to:
· To assist in protecting the River Murray and its environs from all forms of damage, pollution and
destruction by the education and self-discipline of all who use it.
· To communicate with members and boat owners by keeping them informed of relevant developments.
· To liaise with governments and their instrumentalities, and other relevant organisations having any
form of control or interest in the river and its environment.
· To arrange, manage and co-ordinate functions of recreation, education and conservation surrounding
the river, to benefit members and other users of the river.

Upcoming RMBOA Events
RMBOA River Ramble—10th April to 19th April
Postponed For Safety Reasons Due to High River Flow Warnings
Cordola 4th Day On The Farm—29th April
A Day of Fun, Wine and Music will be held at Cordola on Sunday 29th April. All proceeds will go to the Morgan Riverfront Upgrade.
This is where the Ramble would have been stopping on its way to Waikerie, so think about planning to visit there anyway. For further
information, Phone Di on (08) 8540 4009 or 0427 716 560.

Mini-Amble—Date TBD
Depending on the river conditions, a Mini-Amble will be scheduled.

Annual General Meeting—3rd & 4th November
Location of Mini-Amble & AGM to be decided.

XMAS Party and Mini-Amble—1st & 2nd December
The Mini-Amble is held at the Mary Ann Reserve at Mannum and the XMAS Party will be held in the Mannum Club.

NOTE: Due to the poor attendance of members meetings, the Committee suspended the general members meetings until further
notice. The long term future of Members Meetings is being assessed, so please let the Committee know your thoughts about the
Members Meetings. Members Meetings will still be called to cover issues of significant interest.

